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Overview: (repeated from Assignment 2) 
One of the classic styles of studio lighting is Rembrandt lighting. It is named for the master Dutch 
painter and etcher Rembrandt van Rijn because a particular way of depicting light on the face, which 
results in a triangular, shaped highlight underneath one eye. Rembrandt was a master of light and 
shadow and is often remembered for his use of chiaroscuro (Italian word for light-dark). To create this 
style of lighting a key light is placed near 45 degrees from the subject. The light passes over the nose. 
The nose creates a shadow and meets the shadow on the cheek (on the opposite side of key light).  
Rembrandt lighting can be created with a minimum of one light. However, a reflector is often used 
opposite the key light the fill in the shadow so that some texture can be seen on the shadow side of the 
face. This style of lighting is dramatic and is desirable for such a mood. 
 
Objective: 
The objective for this assignment is to create Rembrandt lighting with an “accent light” by using two 
lights. The key light will make the Rembrandt lighting pattern and of course, will be your main light. 
Remember, they key light (traditionally speaking) will be your most powerful light. You will meter the key 
light for your exposure. Use a second light source to accent the hair line of your subject. This second 
light will be less powerful than your main light (as the name accent light implies). You wlll place the “hair 
light” on the opposite side of the key light and behind the subject. Placement of the hair light will 
determine if you see only a “rim” of light around the head or of it spills onto the face and shoulders. 
Remember you can “flag” the light to prevent light from spilling onto certain areas. One of the purposes 
of hair light or an accent light is to delineate the subject from the background. Once again, rather than 
treating this as another assignment, consider the type of lighting. This type of lighting creates a 
dramatic mood, so choose an appropriate subject and pose. While this is a technical assignment, do 
not forget about composition, choice of clothing and makeup.  
 
In addition to using two light sources, please compare white balance settings. While exposing try 
variations in WB settings, such as the difference between AWB and Daylight, AWB and Florescent, etc.  
 
Requirements: 

• Shoot in RAW 
• No post-production 
• Place file on server in Turn in Folder prior to class 
• Name file as follows: “Rembrandt2_LastNameFirstName.jpg” 
• Choose either head and shoulders or waist up composition 

 
DUE DATE: 2/4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	



Part 2, Loop Lighting 
Overview:  
One of the classic styles of studio lighting and even on location work is “Loop” lighting. It is named for 
the shape of the shadow that extends from the nose. The loop shadow will be noticeable on the 
opposite side of the key light. You can utilize both broad and short lighting with loop lighting. Broad 
lighting (largest part of face to camera is lit) is when you have the face turned away from the key light 
whereas short lighting (smallest part of face to camera is lit) is when you have the face turn into the key 
light. Pay close attention to the how the loop shadow falls on the face. If the light is too low, the shadow 
will fall right next to the nostril (not flattering). If the light is too high the loop shadow will be too long and 
will touch the lip (not flattering). If the loop shadow is too long, it will touch the cheek shadow resulting 
in a closed loop. Remember, if you change the position of your camera or the subjects face the position 
of the light or shadow will also change. Loop lighting is very popular for women and glamour 
photography.  
 
Objective: 
The main objective for this assignment is to create loop lighting on your subjects face in a way that is 
pleasing and flattering. While this is a technical assignment, do not forget about composition, content 
(idea), choice of clothing and makeup.  
 
Requirements: 

• Shoot in RAW 
• 1 final images for critique  
• No post-production (other than WB) 
• Place file on server in Turn in Folder prior to class 
• Name file as follows: “Loop_LastNameFirstName.jpg” 
• Choose either head and shoulders or waist up composition 

 
DUE DATE: February 4th 
	


